Digital imaging is situated on the historical continuum of replicative media and is at the edge of contemporary innovation in image production and consumption. The two are linked in important ways that redress the powerful implications of using a mediating machine, working in collaboration (with other artists & technicians), making work in multiple, the affiliation with commerce (commercial applications of same media), the question of what constitutes a contemporary sensibility, and finally, strategies for distribution and viewing- all with consequences for our notions of category, authorship and value.

This course will focus on the development of independent, innovative projects that utilize digital or digital-traditional hybrid means to make images on surfaces. Projects may employ any imaging strategies in concept, production and distribution; including installation, projection, printing and publishing. The class will work out of the M Studio, a dedicated digital 2D studio. The technical component of the course will be specifically tailored to class members needs, and may include: software lessons in vector image making and page-layout; color, resolution and substrates for digital printing; input and output device use.

Participants will first produce several mini projects as sketches for their independent project, exploring the capacity of available output devices, plus a cross-media experiment. Second, an ambitious independent project that moves through documented stages including at least the following: a written and visual proposal, trial proofs, cross-media experiments, production of project. Digital documentation of final projects is required.

We will be mounting an end of quarter exhibition in Gallery 1434.

Class texts:
Mark B. N. Hansen, New Philosophy for New Media, MIT Press 2004, excerpts
Peter Lunenfeld, Snap To Grid: A User’s Guide to Digital Arts, Media, and Cultures, MIT Press 2000
Arthur and Marilouise Kroker, editors, Digitality - Approximate Aesthetics, CTHEORY THEORY, TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE VOL 24, NO 1-2, Article 93 14-03-01 <http://www.ctheory.net/text_file.asp?pick=290>

Recommended Reading:
Joke Brouwer, Arjen Mulder (eds.) Arjun Appadurai, Simon Conway Morris, Brian Massumi, Sadie Plant e.o., Information is Alive: Art and Theory on Archiving and Retrieving Data, NAI Publishers in cooperation with V2_, 2003
Peter Lunenfeld, editor, Digital Dialectic, MIT Press 1999
Stephen Wilson, Information Arts: Intersections of Art, Science and Technology, MIT Press 2002
Roland Barthes , Camera Lucida, 1981 Farrar, Strauss and Giroux, Inc
Gretchen Bender + Timothy Drucrkey, editors, Culture on the Brink: Ideologies of Technology, Bay Press 1994
Judith Williamson, Decoding Advertisements, Ideology and Meaning in Advertising, Marion Boyars 1978
Hillel Schwartz, The Culture of the Copy, Sticking Likenesses, Unreasonable Facsimiles, MIT Press 1996
Barbara Maria Stafford, Good Looking, Essays on the Virtue of Images, MIT Press 1996
Mass MoCA, Billboard, Art on the Road, MIT Press1999
Print and online periodicals: general art: Cabinet, ArtUS, tema celeste, Afterall, Xtra, Frieze, New Art Examiner, Art Forum, Art in America, Newsletters, Flash Art, Parkett, Juxtapoz, Art Papers, ArtWeek, Afterimage, October;
design: Eye, Emigre (free subscription www.emigre.com), Nest (interior design), Design Quarterly, Design Issues, Visible Language; misc: Acme Novelty Comics, Purple, Adbusters, McSweeney’s, technical manuals by Real World and The Bible Series tech Manuals
The following manifesto was presented by the Canadian designer Bruce Mau at the Doors of Perception conference, 1998.

**Manifesto for growth**

1. Allow events to change you
2. Forget about good
3. Process is more important than outcome
4. Love your experiments like ugly children
5. Go deep
6. Capture accidents
7. Study
8. Drift
9. Begin anywhere
10. Everyone is a leader
11. Harvest ideas, edit applications
12. Keep moving
13. Slow down
14. Don't be cool (cool is conservative fear, dressed in black)
15. Ask stupid questions
16. Collaborate
17. An image which email won't replicate
18. Allow space for ideas you haven't had yet
19. Stay up late
20. Work the metaphor
21. Time is genetic
22. Repeat yourself
23. Make your own tools
24. Stand on someone's shoulders
25. Avoid software (everyone has it)
26. Don't clean your desk
27. Don't enter awards (it's bad for you)
28. Creativity is not device dependent
29. Organisation is liberty
30. Don't borrow money
31. Listen carefully
32. Take field trips
33. Imitate
34. Make mistakes faster
35. Scat (break it, stretch it, crack it, fold it)
36. Explore the other edge
37. Coffee breaks, cab rides, ream (?) rooms
38. Avoid fields, jump fences
39. Laugh
40. Remember
41. Power to the people